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Kochi: Kerala has been listed by the ‘TIME’ magazine among the 105 extraordinary destinations to explore’ in its list of the world’s 105 places of interest as an ecotourism hotspot.

The publication describing Kerala as one of India’s most beautiful states exists with a spectacular beaches and wildlife sanctuaries, temples, andBackwaters, it is also known as ‘God’s own country’ for good reasons. This year, Kerala is boosting home tourism in India to keep a new pace set of euro – dollar exchange and accommodation. The state’s first caravan park, Kollam, has come into action.

In the wake of the Prime Minister’s economic success with houseboat cruises, caravans are expected to get a new thrust with a similar promoted national caravan tour. The state government has already started the Kerala caravan tourism project.

To make this happen, the TIME magazine has listed destinations that are known for their remarkable natural parks and trekking trails. This is the first time Kerala has been featured in the list of top 105 destinations.

The list also includes countries like New Zealand, Happy Ranch, and cornwall, with an eye on those offering new and exciting experiences. The list also includes India’s first international heritage site, Ahmedabad, and the caravan tourism project in Kerala.

The caravan tourism project in Kerala has been developing in a big way through the introduction of eco-certification schemes aimed at tourists and the local community. The state government is working hard to make the project a success for the local community.
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